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Action Resolution: Roo Suites Toaster 

Sponsor: Drew Easley, Miguel Liuzzi, Richard Williamson 

 

Aware: That several students have expressed interest in the addition of a toaster oven in the 

common kitchen in the Roo suites, 

 

Believing: The addition of a toaster oven would increase the convenience and quality of life for 

our peers resident in the Roo suites by providing them with a basic 

kitchen appliance which they currently do not have access too, 

 

Noting Frankly: It is an open secret that a number of students possess contraband toasters, which 

provides a safety hazard due to creating a risk of fire, 

 

Also Believing: The addition of an easily accessible community toaster would reduce the 

incentive and nullify the justification often given by students for 

smuggling their own appliances, thus reducing risk while also providing 

a convenience for all students, 

 

Further Noting: The concern raised by some students that community kitchen appliances could 

become unclean due to neglect of individual responsibility, the Assembly 

leaves the jurisdiction to the Roo Suites hall council to decide if the 

toaster will be publicly available at all times, or available by request 

from the office; 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Be it Resolved: That the Austin College Student Assembly put forth $24.99 to purchase a 

BLACK+DECKER 2-Slice Toaster to be installed in the Roo Suites, the 

maintenance of which will be responsibility of the residents of the Roo 

Suites, and the control over whether it should be made publicly available 

at all times or should be available by request only, will be the purview of 

the Roo Suites student council.  

 

The proper model can be found from the following link: 

https://www.amazon.com/BLACK-DECKER-2-Slice-Toaster-

TR1278RM/dp/B00CHJDJJQ/ref=sxin_13_ac_d_rm?ac_md=2-1-

dG9hc3RlciBibGFjayBhbmQgZGVja2Vy-

ac_d_rm_rm_rm&cv_ct_cx=toaster&keywords=toaster&pd_rd_i=B00C

HJDJJQ&pd_rd_r=da97f477-ae23-445a-9577-

b80f494fcb6f&pd_rd_w=HshNt&pd_rd_wg=i3FKq&pf_rd_p=7de181be

-756e-4582-93e5-

e9bf36281b5f&pf_rd_r=P61AZ9CH13M916NMXSQZ&psc=1&qid=16

51529387&sr=1-2-7d9bfb42-6e38-4445-b604-42cab39e191b 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 


